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Rebranding

Introducing Covetrus Impromed®! Impromed has been updated to a Covetrus® branded solution and with 
this transition comes many visual enhancements to the program.

CareCredit®

Updated CareCredit to their latest integration protocol. 

Please update Impromed at your earliest convenience to avoid any interruption with the integration. 

WHAT’S NEW

version 23.11.0
Release Notes
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ADDITIONAL RELEASE ITEMSUSER REQUESTS

Accounts Receivable

325581 Statements have been corrected so when a transaction correction is done, the balance 
on the statement will reflect those corrections properly.

Covetrus Care Plans

262826 Given a patient has an active care plan, when the Wellness Plans module is opened 
and a care plan is selected, the services displayed can be pushed to the invoice using 
the Add to Invoice button on the row and the quantity can be adjusted in the prompt 
displayed. 

Staff will be able to adjust the quantity directly from invoicing when adding products 
which are available in the active Care Plan.

311493 Impromed handles the quantity adjustments for optional services, modified in Care 
Plans, when various areas refresh to collect the latest plan details.

317485 Chromium™ open source was updated to allow files, including those from Care Plans, to 
be downloaded from the Chrome™ browser.

318617 Chromium was updated to the latest version so Pendo is launched without error.

319713 When viewing Care Plans in the Wellness Plans module, buttons to collapse or expand 
all products has been added to Product headers.

320306/ 
324616

The Report Card has been enabled for Care Plans in the Wellness Plans module.
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ADDITIONAL RELEASE ITEMSUSER REQUESTS

Database

325613 When a new patient is created with a deceased date, the operator will not be prompted 
to remove future appointments.

Lab Integrations

306361 When a new lab request is created, the lab request can be linked to individual SOAP 
sections to provide an accurate record for the patient.

Performance Improvements

315364 The Year End Procedure tool will run successfully without errors or timing out.

Reports

294963 The Controlled Substance Log Export report for Nebraska was updated to meet state 
requirements. The report is named ASAP 2023 v4.2 - NE PMP.

Scheduler

317031 All references to EasyTime has been rebranded to Scheduler.
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ADDITIONAL RELEASE ITEMSUSER REQUESTS

Wellness Plans

320485 The Wellness Plans History tab on a Mobile database opens as expected.

320486 Wellness Plan used instances on a Mobile database will update properly.


